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Stranger Things: Into the Fire (Graphic
Novel) - Jody Houser 2020-07-28
Beyond Hawkins Lab, Starcourt Mall, Dungeons
and Dragons, Monsters, and Mindflayers, the
powerful children that have escaped from
Hawkins Lab are out in the world, trying to live
normal lives, but it comes at a steep cost. Nine
was left behind in Hawkins Lab, comatose and
alone. Now she lives in a fractured reality of her
own creation under the watchful eyes of doctors
who have no idea about the psychic volcano
building insider her that erupt at any moment,
obliterating their entire hospital. Three and
Nine's twin sister both escaped Hawkins lab
several years ago and have been on the run ever
since. They had just settled down into a new life
when, all of the sudden, the lab has made the
national news. With the veil of normalcy
completely shattered, they pack everything they
have and hit the road, hoping to find and help
any of the other kids they can. When Kali
(number Eight) informs them that Nine is still
alive it becomes a race against the clock to save
a beloved sister, from the doctors that keep her,
as well as the delusions that threaten to fracture
her psyche beyond repair. Perfectly penned by
writer Jody Houser (Critical Role, Star Wars: Tie
Fighter) with kinetic pencils by Ryan Kelly (New
York Four, Star Wars) and tight inks by Le Beau
Underwood (Catwoman, Immortal Hulk) this
third book in the Stranger Things comics line
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takes the story to brand new territory. Collects
Stranger Things: Into the Fire #1-#4.
Nightfall - Isaac Asimov 2011-11-09
On a planet with six suns, night is about to fall
for the first time in two thousand years . . . The
planet Kalgash is on the brink of chaos—but only
a handful of people realize it. Kalgash knows
only the perpetual light of day; for more than
two millennia, some combination of its six suns
has lit up the sky. But twilight is now gathering.
Soon the suns will set all at one—and the
terrifying splendor of Nightfall will call forth a
madness that signals the end of civilization Isaac
Asimov's short story “Nightfall” first appeared in
1941. It has since become recognized as a
classic, its author a legend. But the short story
isn't the whole story. Now, Dr. Asimov has
teamed with multiple Hugo and Nebula Award
winner Robert Silverberg to explore and expand
one of the most awe-inspiring concepts in the
history of science fiction. In this novel, you will
witness Nightfall—and much more. You will
learn what happens at Daybreak.
Private - Kate Brian 2012-10-11
Fifteen-year-old Reed Brennan is delighted when
she wins a scholarship to Easton Academy - it's
the golden ticket out of her suburban life and
away from her pill-popping mother. But when
she arrives at the beautiful, tradition-steeped
campus, everyone is more sophisticated, more
gorgeous and a WHOLE lot wealthier than she
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is. Reed may have been accepted to the
Academy, but she certainly hasn't been accepted
by her classmates. She feels like she's on the
outside, looking in… until she meets the Billings
Girls. They're the most beautiful, intelligent and
powerful girls on campus. And, boy, do they
know it. Reed vows to do whatever it takes to be
accepted into their inner circle. But once she's
in, she discovers much more than designer
clothes hiding in their closets - there are also
plenty of skeletons… Secrets which must be kept
PRIVATE. Whatever the cost. This compelling
series full of dark secrets, mystery and satire is a
must for fans of Gossip Girl, Pretty Little Liars
and Mean Girls?.
The Devil Crept In - Ania Ahlborn 2017-02-07
An unforgettable horror novel from bestselling
sensation Ania Ahlborn—hailed as a writer of
“some of the most promising horror I’ve
encountered in years” (New York Times
bestselling author Seanan McGuire)—in which a
small-town boy investigates the mysterious
disappearance of his cousin and uncovers a
terrifying secret kept hidden for years. Young
Jude Brighton has been missing for three days,
and while the search for him is in full swing in
the small town of Deer Valley, Oregon, the locals
are starting to lose hope. They’re well aware
that the first forty-eight hours are critical and
after that, the odds usually point to a worst-case
scenario. And despite Stevie Clark’s youth, he
knows that, too; he’s seen the cop shows. He
knows what each ticking moment may mean for
Jude, his cousin and best friend. That, and there
was that boy, Max Larsen...the one from years
ago, found dead after also disappearing under
mysterious circumstances. And then there were
the animals: pets gone missing out of yards. For
years, the residents of Deer Valley have
murmured about these unsolved crimes…and
that a killer may still be lurking around their
quiet town. Now, fear is reborn—and for Stevie,
who is determined to find out what really
happened to Jude, the awful truth may be too
horrifying to imagine.
Battle Angel Alita 4 - Yukito Kishiro 2018-07-31
Alita must construct a team of elite players in
order to challenge Emperor Jasugun, champion
of motorball: Caligula Armbrust, Aydakatti the
Destroyer, Zafal Takie the Crimson Wind, and
the ultimate black sheep, Tiegel... While she
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prepares for her greatest challenge yet, Jasugun
is trapped in his own battle against fate. It all
comes down to Alita's Panzer Kunst vs. Jasugun's
Maschine Kratz. And in the midst of battle at the
extreme limit of possibility, Alita catches a
glimpse of her long-lost past... The "Motorball"
arc reaches its incredible conclusion!!
Metronom' - Tome 01 - 2010-03-10
Dans un futur proche, au sein d'une population
broyée par un régime liberticide où même le
suicide est interdit, une femme se bat pour la
vérité et pour sa survie. Lynn n'a pas de
nouvelles de son mari parti en mission de
routine dans l'espace depuis 8 semaines. Outre
son désir de savoir ce qui s'est passé, elle se bat
pour survivre : le salaire de son mari a été coupé
depuis sa disparition ! Malgré l'omerta
ambiante, elle parvient à arracher quelques
informations à sa soeur en poste au ministère :
la mission a été touchée par un virus, elle est de
retour sur terre mais tous les participants sont
en quarantaine. L'histoire parvient aux oreilles
d'un journaliste séditieux, fouineur et un peu
anarchiste (par conséquent jamais publié !), qui
décide d'enquêter grâce à ses contacts. Il
parvient à en apprendre plus, mais se fait vite
arrêter car suspecté d'avoir envoyé au président
un livre subversif racontant la dictature sous
forme d'un conte pour enfant, où le temps a un
grand rôle à jouer, et intitulé Métronom'? Le
dessin et les couleurs de Grun font merveille
pour illustrer ce monde étouffant où les
individus, même privés d'espoir, se battent pour
survivre. Une tétralogie de SF qui évoque des
références plus qu'honorables, comme Brazil,
Blade Runner et Total Recall, les romans de
Philip K. Dick, la série SOS Bonheur de Griffo et
Van Hamme?Une filiation méritée, puisque le
grand Enki Bilal a souhaité préfacer ce premier
tome !
Scarred Regrets - Adelaide Forrest 2021-12-26
Broken men don't fall in love. We linger in the
darkness, consumed by the sins that define us.
Irina is the sole reason my heart beats. She's
everything that matters in a world filled with evil
that a woman so good and pure should never
have to see. She'll add another scar to my
collection - this one engraved on my heart. When
she's taken by our enemy to use for his
vengeance. Even knowing she can never be
mine, I'll stop at nothing to see her safe. The
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Irina I rescue isn't the same feisty woman they
stole. Her soul is broken. Her heart is hollow like
mine, because of the things she's seen. She
needs me in a way I've never known. And I will
destroy the man who shattered what's mine.
Scarred Regrets is a full-length standalone
romance, but the series presents a better
reading experience when following the
suggested order. This series contains dark
elements, including over-the-top antiheroes who
do as they please. Read at your own discretion.
Antan D'enfance - Patrick Chamoiseau
1999-01-01
Using the playful, orally inspired, and partially
invented language for which he is renowned,
Patrick Chamoiseau recalls the brilliant, magical
universe of his early childhood in Martinique. At
the center of this universe is his extraordinarily
vigorous mother and her creative, pragmatic
ways of coping with poverty and five children. As
Chamoiseau presents these first impressions of
an exceptional child growing up in a rich Creole
culture, he also reflects in oblique but incisive
ways on colonialism. He probes the boundary
between reality and imagination, between the
child?s awakening understanding and the
adult?s memory of those earlier days.
The Iliad Of Homer. Translated by Mr. Pope
- Homer 1715
Le domaine - Corbeyran 2011-03-02
Suite au décès de leur père, les trois enfants
Baudricourt héritent de l’exploitation vinicole
familiale, un vaste domaine situé au coeur du
Médoc. Les deux frères comptent se séparer
rapidement de la propriété et des dettes dont
elle est criblée. Mais leur décision est aussitôt
remise en cause par la détermination de leur
soeur, Alexandra, qui voit dans cet héritage
l'opportunité de rebâtir sa vie sur les terres de
son enfance. Décidée à reprendre en main le
vignoble paternel, Alexandra se retrouve
rapidement au pied du mur. D'un côté, elle
affronte l'hostilité de son entourage, de l'autre,
elle sait que pour réussir elle va devoir tout
apprendre, car la fabrication d'un grand cru ne
s'improvise pas. Avec humilité et courage,
Alexandra se consacre dès lors entièrement à
son nouvel univers qui deviendra, au fil du
temps, sa passion... Le vin est au coeur de
l'intrigue de cette grande fresque familiale qui
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séduira les amateurs de grands crus comme les
néophytes. Une saga digne des Maîtres de l’Orge
commence ici, au cœur du Médoc, orchestrée
par Corbeyran et Espé.
9/11 - Tome 03 - Eric Corbeyran 2013-12-18
Dans ce troisième opus, nous retrouvons Cindy
Mayer, envoyée en Arabie Saoudite suite au
sanglant attentat contre les Khobar Towers à
Dharan où périront dix-neuf militaires
américains et un citoyen saoudien. Mais le FBI a
du mal à enquêter dans le royaume...
Parallèlement, les USA et Riyad mettent la
pression sur le gouvernement soudanais afin
qu'il expulse Oussama Ben Laden de Karthoum.
Ce dernier, ayant entre-temps perdu sa
nationalité saoudienne, ne peut trouver refuge
qu'en Afghanitan. Les Talibans y contrôlent la
moitié du pays grâce aux pétrodollars saoudiens
et texans ainsi qu'au soutien logistique des
services secrets pakistanais. Là, près du massif
montagneux de Tora Bora, Ben Laden retrouve
Saïd-François Mohammed, l'oncle de l'expert en
explosifs qui avait réalisé un premier attentat
contre WTC en 1993... Cinq ans avant le 11
septembre 2001, tous les éléments de la sinistre
tragédie à venir sont réunis. Dans la même série
: Tome 1 : W.T.C. Tome 2 : Projet Bojinka Tome
4 : Les ambassades Tome 5 : Projet pour un
nouveau siècle américain
Batwoman - J. H. Williams (III.) 2013
Batwoman teams up with Wonder Woman to
defeat the new Gotham villain, who has been
using supernatual forces to pray on the city's
chidlren.
The Immortals - René Barjavel 1974
A BIOLOGIST DISCOVERS A HIGHLY
CONTAGIOUS VIRUS THAT CAUSES
IMMORTALITY. WORLD LEADERS AGREE IT
MUST BE KEPT SECRET AND SET UP A
COMMUNITY OF IMMORTALS ON AN
ISOLATED ALEUTIAN ISLAND TO STUDY ITS
EFFECTS.
Les magiciens - Eric Corbeyran 2012-03-14
La magie engendre l'ambition. L'ambition
engendre les ténèbres.
The Convent of the Blood Sisters - Pat Mills
2010-09
Resurrection, a dark and twisted world where
evil souls are reborn as monsters. When
Heinrich Augsburg, a German officer fighting on
the Eastern front, is killed, he finds himself
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reborn into its corrupt reality as one of the
vampire elite. Renamed Requiem, he explores
the bizarre world of Resurrection and its
terrifying vampire society, all the while looking
for his lost love and one hope of redemption.
Requiem, Volume Two: Vampire Knight - Pat
Mills 2010-01-01
Features the next 3 episodes in the Vampire
trilogy: #4 The Vampire Dance, #5 Dragon Blitz
and #6 Hellfire Club
Black Stone - Tome 01 - 2012-03-14
De la magie nait l'ambition et de l'ambition
naissent les ténèbres... Paris, en 1860. Nelson
Staightback et Jenny Sullivan mettent fin à leur
association avec Jean-Jacques Bonneteau pour
tenter leur chance à Londres. Mais le maigre
succès qu'ils parviennent à obtenir prend fin
lorsque l'enfant qu'ils font monter sur scène
pour faire mine de le faire disparaître se
volatilise réellement... Avant de fuir la foule en
colère, Nelson a tout juste le temps de repérer,
dans la boîte où se trouvait le gamin, une pierre
noire... Alors que ses anciens compagnons sont
dans une sale situation, Nelson embarque sur un
paquebot en direction des États-Unis, et réalise
avec stupeur qu'il est désormais vraiment
capable de faire de la magie... C'est dans une
ambiance gothique et nimbée de mystère que
vous invite à entrer Black Stone, nouvelle série
où les sombres méandres de l'esprit humain sont
autant à craindre que les pouvoirs occultes de la
magie... Une série proche de l'esprit des films Le
Prestige ou L'Illusionniste de Neil Burger, où
prestidigitation et véritable magie se mêlent
habilement, pour une intrigue fantastique et
passionnante.
This Is Your Life - John O'Farrell 2007-12-01
“[A] satire of celebrity culture and the numbing
effects of fame” by the international bestselling
comedy writer and author of Things Can Only
Get Better (Publishers Weekly). It’s a big night
at the London Palladium. Jimmy Conway is about
to perform his stand-up comedy routine in front
of two thousand invited guests and millions more
watching the event live on TV. He steps into the
spotlights and waits for the applause to die
down. He tries to appear confident but he can’t
help wondering whether he should have shared
his little secret with someone by now. Jimmy has
never performed comedy, or anything, before.
Ever. How did he get here? After convincing a
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naive journalist that he is the latest comedy
phenomenon, the under-achieving Jimmy bluffs
and stumbles his way up the celebrity ladder,
discovering as he goes that in their desperation
to be associated with the next big thing, nobody
has bothered to check his credentials. Quicker
than you can say “flavor of the month,” Jimmy
Conway becomes a bogus celebrity, winning an
award for something he never did, and
ultimately fooling the entire celebrity industry.
“A wicked farce.” —Daily Express
Auracle - Gina Rosati 2012-08-07
Trapped outside her body, Anna sees and hears
but cannot touch the one she longs to hold. Anna
has a secret: she can astrally project out of her
body. But when there's an accident and her
classmate Taylor gets into Anna's body, what
was an exhilarating gift threatens to become a
terrifying reality. Anna and her best friend Rei
form a plan to set things right, but they don't
anticipate the feelings that are beginning to
grow between them. Auracle by Gina Rosati is
an exciting, sensual novel that explores the
relationship between body and soul and the
power of a single touch.
The 6 Voyages of Lone Sloane - Phillipe Druillet
2015-07-22
A cosmic game has begun. And Lone Sloane is
the pawn they all want to play. Traveling alone
in the cosmos, Sloane, a solitary interstellar
explorer has become imbued with mystical
powers. He finds himself escaping one powerseeking madman only to be captured by another.
Follow Sloane through six unpredictable
Lovecraftian journeys from space pirates,
dragons, to ancient Gods.
Distress - Greg Egan 1995-12-08
Andrew Worth is a science journalist with optic
nerve taps and a gut full of memory chips. Burnt
out after completing a documentary on
controversial developments in biotechnology, he
turns down a chance to report on a baffling new
mental disorder known as Distress and instead
takes an assignment covering the Einstein
Centenary Conference on the artificial island of
Stateless. There, a young South African
physicist, Violet Mosala, is expected to unveil
her candidate for a Theory of Everything. But
the assignment is not the tropical respite Worth
was expecting. While the politics surrounding
the creation of Stateless grows more turbulent,
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and ignorance cults stage protests against the
gathering scientists, a secretive group known as
the Anthrocosmologists, with some very strange
ideas about the Theory of Everything, begin to
enact their own agenda.
The Machineries of Joy - Ray Bradbury
2014-08-21
One of Ray Bradbury’s classic short story
collections, available in ebook for the first time.
Niourk - Stefan Wul 2018-02-13
On a post-apocalyptic Earth, where mankind has
regressed to a handful of primitive tribes
hunting and foraging for a meager, oppressed
existence, a lone black child, shunned by other
members of his tribe, sets out on an epic journey
to what used to be known as New York, land of
the gods! Written by Stefan Wul, author of cult
favorite Fantastic Planet, illustrated by
acclaimed French comics artist Olivier Vatine,
this unusual hero's journey is a memorable
examination of a child's compassion -- and the
human race's cruelty. • Post-apocalyptic sci-fi
from the author of Fantastic Planet! • First time
published in English! • Inspiring story,
phenomenal artwork - European graphic novels
at their finest! • Discover the mystery of the fate
of Planet Earth!
King Kong Theory - Virginie Despentes
2010-04-01
With humor, rage, and confessional detail,
Virginie Despentes—in her own words “more
King Kong than Kate Moss”—delivers a highly
charged account of women’s lives today. She
explodes common attitudes about sex and
gender, and shows how modern beauty myths
are ripe for rebelling against. Using her own
experiences of rape, prostitution, and working in
the porn industry as a jumping-off point, she
creates a new space for all those who can’t or
won’t obey the rules.
Uchronie(s) - Eric Corbeyran 2012
Après avoir été éparpillée dans les réalités
parallèles de New Harlem, New York et New
Byzance, la famille Kosinski est enfin réunie.
Zack, Charles et Veronika profitent de leur
maîtrise de la matière noire pour s'échapper
ensemble un moment de New Harlem et passer
dans une autre réalité : New Beijing. Mais ce
monde se révèle aussi oppressant que celui
dirigé par le Black Order, à tel point que dès
l'aéroport, ils se font tous trois enfermer pour
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usage de dollars non conformes... Voici la famille
à nouveau séparée dans des camps de travail, où
Zack va rencontrer une jeune femme affirmant
venir d'une ville de Moscou parallèle...Corbeyran
nous embarque dans un nouveau cycle de sa
saga S.F. à succès, avec cette nouvelle intrigue
savante dans les villes de New Beijing, New
Moscow et New Delhi, dont le premier cycle est
dessiné par Aurélien Morinière.
Alight - Scott Sigler 2016
"In Alive, Scott Sigler introduced readers to an
unforgettable young heroine and a mysterious
new world reminiscent of those of The Hunger
Games, Divergent, and Red Rising. Now he
expands his singular vision in the next thrilling
novel of this powerful sci-fi adventure series."-Empire Of The Ants - Bernard Werber
2012-12-31
Ants came to this planet long before man. Since
then they have developed one of the most
intricate civilizations imaginable – a civilization
of great richness and technological brilliance.
During the few seconds it takes you to read this
sentence, some 700 milli0on ants will be born on
earth... Edmond Wells had studied ants for
years: he knew of the power which existed in
their hidden world. On his death, he leaves his
apartment to his nephew Jonathan with one
proviso: that he must not descend beyond the
cellar door. But when the family’s dog escapes
down the cellar steps, Jonathan has little
alternative but to follow. Innocently he enters
the world of the ant, whose struggle for
existence forces him to reassess man’s place in
the cycle of nature. It is an experience that will
alter his life for ever... Empire of the Ants is an
extraordinary achievement. It takes you inside
the ants’ universe and reveals it to be a highly
organised world, as complex and relentless as
human society and even more brutal.
Bodegas - Tome 01 - Corbeyran 2014-10-22
La rançon de la gloire Lors d'une séance de
dégustation en aveugle, un vin espagnol
totalement inconnu obtient la note maximale.
Les goûteurs sont unanimes : ce vin est un bijou.
La petite propriété qui le produit fait aussitôt
l'objet d'un siège médiatique. Mais le producteur
est absent et ses employés ont pour consigne de
ne pas répondre aux questions des journalistes.
Le secret engendre la curiosité, la curiosité
engendre le mythe. L'affaire enfle, les
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spéculations vont bon train. Mais rien n'y fait.
Malgré l'insistance des reporters, le propriétaire
demeure insaisissable. Une jeune journaliste va
alors décider d’enquêter sur ce mystère...
Histoire de varier les plaisirs et après le succès
de Châteaux Bordeaux et In Vino Veritas,
Corbeyran lance un nouveau diptyque dans
l’univers du vin, cette fois-ci consacré aux
grands crus espagnols, notamment le Rioja. À
consommer sans modération !
One Piece, Vol. 73 - Eiichiro Oda 2015-01-06
Trouble is everywhere in the mysterious
kingdom of Dressrosa. As his crew searches for a
way to stop the island’s tyrant, Doflamingo,
Luffy continues his quest to win back the FlameFlame Fruit. But when he learns more about
Rebecca and the true history of the kingdom,
how will it affect his plans? -- VIZ Media
Le temps des bricoleurs - Eric Corbeyran
2011-10-26
Depuis sa plus tendre enfance, Michael Pinson
entretient une fascination pour la mort,
notamment suscitée par les réponses confuses
des adultes à ses questions. Sa rencontre avec le
ténébreux et ambitieux Raoul Razorbak, avec qui
il partage ses interrogations, sera déterminante.
Aiguillés par les rares témoignages de ceux qui
ont aperçu un fragment de l'au-delà, les deux
amis s'improvisent Thanatonautes, du grec
thanatos, la Mort, et mutés, les navigateurs.
Ensemble, ils vont progressivement faire reculer
la frontière de l'inconnu et s'aventurer sur le
territoire du plus grand mystère de la condition
humaine... Voici l'adaptation en bande dessinée
de l'extraordinaire roman de Bernard Werber
qui a déjà séduit plus d'un million de lecteurs.
Une aventure humaniste doublée d'un récit
truculent et spectaculaire, où réflexion et
émerveillement se marient à la perfection.
Gun Machine - Warren Ellis 2013-01-01
Warren Ellis reimagines New York City as a
puzzle with the most dangerous pieces of all:
GUNS. After a shootout claims the life of his
partner in a condemned tenement building on
Pearl Street, Detective John Tallow unwittingly
stumbles across an apartment stacked high with
guns. When examined, each weapon leads to a
different, previously unsolved murder. Someone
has been killing people for twenty years or more
and storing the weapons together for some
inexplicable purpose. Confronted with the
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sudden emergence of hundreds of unsolved
homicides, Tallow soon discovers that he's
walked into a veritable deal with the devil. An
unholy bargain that has made possible the rise
of some of Manhattan's most prominent captains
of industry. A hunter who performs his deadly
acts as a sacrifice to the old gods of Manhattan,
who may, quite simply, be the most prolific
murderer in New York City's history. Warren
Ellis's body of work has been championed by
Wired for its "merciless action" and
"incorruptible bravery," and steadily amassed
legions of diehard fans. His newest novel builds
on his accomplishments like never before,
announcing Ellis as one of today's most daring
thriller writers. This is twenty-first century
suspense writ large. This is GUN MACHINE.
Kick-Ass: The New Girl Vol. 1 - Mark Millar
2018-09-12
KICK-ASS IS BACK ready to wipe out the city's
criminal lowlives, destroy its gangs, and save its
communities from decay. But there's a new face
beneath the old mask, a new figure wearing that
famous green and yellow spandex. Who is this
new vigilante superhero? Who can fill Dave
Lizewski's shoes? WHO IS THE NEW KICK-ASS?
Find out in the first collection of KICK-ASS: THE
NEW GIRL. MARK MILLAR and JOHN ROMITA,
JR. reunite for the next chapter of the greatest
superhero comic of all time. Collects KICK-ASS:
THE NEW GIRL #1-6
Animal Jack - Volume 1 - The Heart of the
Forest - Kid Toussaint
2019-04-17T00:00:00+02:00
Jack is a typical grade school kid... except that
he never speaks a word, is followed everywhere
he goes by a flying bug, and can turn into any
animal he wants, usually to come to the rescue
of his family and classmates. Not everybody
appreciates his strange behavior, however.
When the town's children start disappearing into
the forest, though, Jack's special ability is their
only hope. Will Jack ever be understood and
accepted by those around him? And will the
townsfolk come to see the forest as anything
besides a danger and a nuisance?
The Infernal Machine, and Other Plays - Jean
Cocteau 1964
Presents the texts of six dramatic works by the
French master of literature, including Orpheus,
Bacchus, and The Eiffel Tower Wedding Party
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King of the Flies - Mezzo 2010
Set in a suburb that is both nowhere and
everywhere, King of theFlies combines the
intricacy and subtlety of the best European
graphicnovels with a hyperdetailed, controlled
noir style derived from the finestAmerican
cartoonists. Mezzo and Pirus, previously best
known in Europe for aseries of cynical, brutal
gangster stories, but for the most part,
they'veinternalized the violence in King of the
Flies. The book firstappears to be a series of
unrelated short stories, each starring (and
narratedby) a different protagonist, but it soon
becomes obvious that these seeminglydisparate
episodes weave together to form a single
complex narrative, withevents that are only
glimpsed (or even referred to) revisited from
differentperspectives - revolving around Eric, a
ne'er-do-well, drug-taking teenager atwar with
his stepfather and, apparently, the whole world.
(He is the titularKing.) The comics-reader's
appetite has been whetted for such books
byGipi's acclaimed Notes for a War Story, about
teenagers running wild inan Italy as a war
shakes loose the social order; David Lapham's
Eisner-winningnoir opus, Stray Bullets, which
has a similar story structure, and, ofcourse,
Charles Burns smash hit teenage dystopia,
BlackHole.
The Fabulous Riverboat - Philip Jose Farmer
2012-07-02
Resurrected on the lush, mysterious banks of
Riverworld, along with the rest of humanity,
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (a.k.a. Mark Twain)
has a dream: to build a riverboat that will rival
the most magnificent paddle-wheelers ever
navigated on the mighty Mississippi. Then, to
steer it up the endless waterway that dominates
his new home planet - and at last discover its
hidden source. But before he can carry out his
plan, he first must undertake a dangerous
voyage to unearth a fallen meteor. This mission
would require striking an uneasy alliance with
the bloodthirsty Viking Erik Bloodaxe,
treacherous King John of England, legendary
French swordsman Cyrano de Bergerac, Greek
adventurer Odysseus, and the infamous Nazi
Hermann Göring. All for the purpose of storming
the ominous stone tower at the mouth of the
river, where the all-powerful overseers of
Riverworld - and their secrets - lie in wait . . .
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Bloodied Hands - Adelaide Forrest 2020-02-20
She's an innocent. Caught in the wrong place at
the wrong time. My Angel is the one who got
away-the only person in the world I love. When
she is caught in an unsanctioned bank robbery
in my territory, only my reputation protects her.
She should have stayed away. Instead, she
charges back into my life like a shining beacon
in my otherwise bleak existence. She has no
place in my world where hardened criminals toy
with the lives of the innocent. A better man
would let her go - again. There's no white picket
fence in life with a Bellandi, and she deserves so
much more. I pushed her away once, but now
that she's back I won't let anything else come
between us. Not even Ivory herself. Disclaimer:
Bloodied Hands is a full-length standalone novel
with crime syndicate members and dark content.
The Bellandi Crime Syndicate Series includes
several full-length standalones with HEA that
can be read in any order, but would present a
better reading experience following the
suggested reading order.
Who Ate Up All the Shinga? - Wan-suh Park
2009-07-15
Park Wan-suh is a best-selling and awardwinning writer whose work has been widely
translated and published throughout the world.
Who Ate Up All the Shinga? is an extraordinary
account of her experiences growing up during
the Japanese occupation of Korea and the
Korean War, a time of great oppression,
deprivation, and social and political instability.
Park Wan-suh was born in 1931 in a small
village near Kaesong, a protected hamlet of no
more than twenty families. Park was raised
believing that "no matter how many hills and
brooks you crossed, the whole world was Korea
and everyone in it was Korean." But then the
tendrils of the Japanese occupation, which had
already worked their way through much of
Korean society before her birth, began to
encroach on Park's idyll, complicating her dayto-day life. With acerbic wit and brilliant insight,
Park describes the characters and events that
came to shape her young life, portraying the
pervasive ways in which collaboration,
assimilation, and resistance intertwined within
the Korean social fabric before the outbreak of
war. Most absorbing is Park's portrait of her
mother, a sharp and resourceful widow who both
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resisted and conformed to stricture, becoming
an enigmatic role model for her struggling
daughter. Balancing period detail with universal
themes, Park weaves a captivating tale that
charms, moves, and wholly engrosses.
Alter Ego - Saison 1 - Volume 1 - Camille - Denis
Lapière 2015-11-10
Camille, a French girl living in Singapore, is
going through a tough time in her relationship
with her mother, Suzanne Rochant, a high-flying
psychology and neuroscience researcher. Out of
the blue, Suzanne is brutally killed in tragic
circumstances. Almost immediately afterwards,
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Camille sets off for an Angolan village in search
of the man who could be her father... the father
that she's never met. She carries a letter left to
this man in her mother's will, but the truth
awaiting her isn't exactly what she'd had in
mind... Camille soon finds herself wrapped up in
the shady goings-on of her mother's business, as
she desperately tries to get to the bottom of all
the unanswered questions her Suzanne left with.
Irina - Eric Corbeyran 2021-10-21
From orphan to crime lord - the destiny of a
merciless killer.
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